TWELVE CONCEPTS FOR NA SERVICE
- LEARNING DAY FORMAT

I. Prayer (Serenity/Service Prayer pg. XVI BT)
   1. read 6 pts, 12trad. & 12 concepts
   2. Introductions – (unity through anonymity)

II. What is Outreach & What Outreach is not / clarify role and function (any questions)

III. Create atmosphere of service
   1. Read Introduction from GTLC
   2. Jimmy K speech

IV. Show progression of service (from member, to group, to structure)
   1. 12th step – personal service arising from application of principles (NA member serves)
   2. 2nd trad. – Fidelity to group conscience \ ultimate authority – leadership by example through selfless service
   3. 5th trad. – 12th step multiplied, group service, primary purpose, identity, focus (member unified through anonymity and serve as a group, a spiritual power, an entity, a power greater than ourselves
   4. 9th trad. – NA as such \ creation of service structure \ reciprocal relationship between group & structure \ communication direct responsibility
   5. BREAK!!!!!!!!!

V. Read definition of 12 concepts – definition of development, coordination, maintenance
   1. development – gradual growth or advancement through progressive changes
   2. coordination - to arrange, as in proper and relative order; to harmonize; to combine for a common action or purpose
   3. maintenance – to continue; to defend; to support; to protect
      (groups combine and serve as a structure, a whole – NA, as a whole)

VI. With each concept read paragraph from back of GTLS, then share spiritual understanding and practical application of the principle of each concept and encourage participation and discussion throughout-stress the fact that we are here to serve and all questions are appropriate for a learning day